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Off-center theatre
productions offer
non-traditional
themes.

Women's basketball
team continues
undefeated
season.
See Sports, Page 12
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Winter spirit illuminates town
by Seran Rakes
Asst. news editor
Filled with turkey and ready to brave the icy weather,
hundreds of people donned their winter gear and arrived
downtown to officially begin the Ellensburg Christmas
season.
During the day following Thanksgiving, Santa listened to children's wish lists, carolers entertained the
shoppers and the Christmas spirit filled the streets.
"It really puts you in the mood for Christmas, 't Paula
Correll, senior anthropology major, said. "It's great to see
so much of the community involved, too."
Wreaths were hung· and lights flickered to life in the
windows of several stores and shops. Many downtown
business owners spent Thanksgiving weekend decorating
their stores to prepare for holiday shoppers.
Events followed throughout the day with entertainment for every age. A chili feed, an arts and crafts con-

See TREE, Page 76

(top left to bottom right) Hundreds of
people braved the cold to watch downtown shine last Friday evening. Little
Zachary Andress thinks hard about what
to ask Santa for this Christmas. Even the
Bull got into the spirit of the celebration.
Volunteers Stephanie Hubbard and Roger
Hiles discuss the best way to hang a lighted swag at the main stage of Rotary
Pavilion.

photos by Kim Nowacki/Observer

Jessica Sutton resigns as VP
by Roslyn Biggs
Editor in chief
Jessica Sutton, recently appointed vice
president of academic affairs for the
Associated
Students
of
Central
Washington University Board of
Directors, submitted her resignation Nov.
21. Sutton's announcement followed allegations made that day by an underground
newspaper, "The Undercurrent," that she
did not meet minimum credit requirements

for board members.
"They're ["Undercurrent"] pointing
out a problem that needs to be fixed and
I'm almost thankful because I wouldn't
want to have this position unjustly or
unfairly," Sutton said, "and so that's ... why
I think it's appropriate for me to resign."
As stated in the ASCWU Constitution
and By-Laws, to be seated a~ an officer,
one must "have completed 45 credit hours,
of which 30 credit hours shall be completed at Central Washington University; these

credits must be conferred by the beginning
of summer quarter following elections."
After investigation of the allegations, it
was discovered Sutton had only completed
43 credits at the time of her appointment in
early October.
Maren Oates, ASCWU-BOD president,
said none of the board members, including
Sutton, had known Sutton was ineligible to
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Campus
Cops
Nov. 15, 3: 12 p.m.
A woman lost her cell phone in
Hertz Hall. Police officers suggested she cancel her phone service.
Nov.15, 5:15 p.m.
A 1987 gray Toyota truck was
reported stolen from the N-19
parking lot.
Matt Erickson/Observer

Nov. 16, 1:39 p.m.
A man bench pressing in
Nicholson Pavilion felt pressure in
his head. He was transported to
Kittitas Valley Community
Hospital.

New bakery treats Ellensburg's sweet tooth
Mary Manley, co-owner of the Vinman's Bakery, serves a customer one of the bake_ry's specialty pastries. Vinman's Bakery is located on Walnut Street, in the building
formerly occupied by Smo'kin. Joe's Barbeque.

Nov. 18, 8:30 a.m.
A theft in the third degree was
reported after a bicycle seat was
stolen between Anderson and
Moore Hall.

BOD: Oversight leads to resignation
Continued from page 1
serve until the allegations were
investigated. She said she suspected
the problem arose because Sutton
was appointed to her position rather
than elected, and the appointment
process is considerably less involving than an actual election. Sutton
said she focused primarily on her
GPA during the application process
and likely overlooked the credit
requirement.
Oates and Sutton both rebuked.
claims in "The Undercurrent" that
board members were intentionally
acting illegally by appointing Sutton
to her position. She was one of three
applicants to fill the vice president
for academic affairs seat after it was
vacated by Nicole Holt. Holt
resigned for personal reasons before
the beginning of fall quarter. Oates
said Sutton was selected because
board members felt she would be the
best addition to the working team.
"She seemed to have a very positive spirit. Her past work showed

that she would give 110 percent...
that she was very dedicated and very
passionate about the work she does,"
Oates said. "We chose the candidate
we thought would do the best job for
the students, you know, so it's totally
unintentional on our part. We never
meant to drop the ball or cause anyone any harm or create a cover-up or
anything like that. This is just an
unfortunate circumstance."
Similarly, John Drinkwater,
director of campus life and ASCWUBO D adviser, said the situation

Sutton will become eligible after fall
quarter credits are applied and could
even be re-appointed to the position
at that time.
While Sutton officially resigned
her position, she said she plans to
continue working, without pay, to
ensure programs she feels passionately about receive the attention she
thinks they deserve.
"I think it's really important that
you have it in your heart to serve the
students, and I seriously have it in
my heart to serve the students," she
said. "If I can't do that with a title,
I'll still do it."
Reporters for the "Undercurrent"

Nov. 18, 2:45 p.m.
A noise complaint of loud children's voices and a stereo was
reported from Brooklane Village.
Officers contacted the residents,
and the residents agreed to quiet
down.
Nov. 19, 1:55 a.m.
A woman on a SafeRide van
received a small cut on her left
hand when she fell against a window and broke it near the 100
block of west Fourth Street.

Officers said
involved.

alcohol

was

Nov. 20, 3:09 a.m.
A vehicle prowl was reported
in the V-22 parking lot after the
passenger window of a 1989
Honda Accord was broken and a
radio was stolen.
Nov. 21, 1 a.m.
A 18-year-ol.d man walking
through the N-19 parking lot was
cited for minor in possession of
alcohol.
Nov. 22, 12:45 a.m.
A 19-year-old man was cited
for minor in 'possession in AlfordMontgomery Hall.
Nov. 26, 12:08 p.m.
A vehicle prowl and theft in the
third degree was reported in the V22 parking lot. A backpack which
contained clothes, a toothbrush
and a bus ticket was stolen from
an unlocked car. The estimated
loss is $80.
Nov. 26, 2:02 p.m.
Officers contacted a 49-yearold woman in Bouillon Hall who
was sitting on a bench with a
backpack and a pillow. Officers
escorted her to the library for temporary shelter and gave her the
phone number of a crisis line.
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Oates said the board will likely
appoint someone to the vacated spot
at the beginning of winter quarter. •
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Resource center empowers both genders
by Carol Garza
Staff reporter

important to students and provides Nicholson Pavilion, and PE buildthem an out of classroom environ- ing," Whitney said.
ment to explore these issues further.
The name of the E-Center
The Empowerment Center (EStudents can come to the E- changed a few years ago to empower
Center) . located in SUB room 218 Center and let staff know there is an women, to increase service for them
offers many programs and resources issue that they want to talk about. and to provide services for men as
to help both male and female stu- The staff at the E-Center will try to well.
dents at Central Washington create a forum in which to address
"The name did change from
University with a wide variety of the issue.
Women's Resource Center to the
issues.
Programs are offered around Student's Empowerment Center, but
"Our main goal is to look at what- - three main categories, Gender Issues, women need to realize the same serever we are trying to accomplish at Violence Related Topics, and - vices, such as the library and referral
this particular time, and that is being Support Services.
services, are still being offered,"
very inclusive to the whole, student
"We have had some booths Keith Champagne, assistant vice
body," Katrina Whitney, Center for recently on breast cancer and testicu- president for Student Affairs, said.
Student Empowerment interim direc- lar cancer awareness and located the
The E-Center is not just for
tor, said.
booths in a variety of different spots women; it can aid men in underThe E-Center focuses on issues such as the SUB, dining hall, standing issues that affect them and

the women in their lives.
A free self-defense class has
already been offered this quarter for
students.
The E-Center plans to offer it
again winter and spring quarters.
"We are really trying to reach students this year, where we go to
them," said Whitney.
Resource and referral information
on a wide range of topics including,
but not limited to, child care, scholarships and financial aid is also
available.
Other resources include a library,
monthly newsletter entitled REACH
and a web site which can be viewed
at www.cwu.edul-ecenter.com

McNair program honors six scholars
by Andrew Fickes
Staff reporter

arships. They are also given a tenweek stipend for a research project
typically done in the summer
between the students' junior and
senior year.
At the recognition banquet, the
keynote address was titled "Building
Learning Communities: The Bali
Project." The speech was given by
anthropology professor, Agustin
Fuentes and senior Ginger Emel,
double majoring in biology and primate behavior and ecology.
Fuentes and Emel spoke of their
experiences at the Balinese Macaque
Project in Bali, Indonesia.·This project was started by Fuentes, along
with other universities, in 1998.
Emel e~tered the field school in
Bali as a student in the summer of
1999. In the summer of 2000, the

On Tuesday, Nov. 14, the McNair
Scholars program honored six of the
twelve 1999 scholars and their
respective staff mentors. The six
scholars are Will Clark, Brian Dean,
Tami Deford, Ginger Emel, Dianah
Ngo, and Josh Lumsden.
"The McNair program provides a
tremendous advantage to those students attending graduate school,"
Robert Sorrells, director of . the
McNair Scholar program, said.
Students are encouraged to begin
the progra~ in the fall of their junior
year. During the course of the junior
and senior years, scholars of the program are allowed lab time to search
for graduate schools and other schol-
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McNair program gave her a research
stipend and she returned as Fuentes'
teaching assistant (TA). She stayed
for five weeks and did her research
project on the visual monitoring of
longtail macaques as it relates to
their social structure. ,
"The McNair Scholars program
gives students a stronger sense of
responsibility than course work
alone, and a sense of accomplishment to have worked hard on something, not because they had .to, but
because they truly wanted to learn,"
Emel said.
Another student honored Tuesday
night was Dianah Ngo. Ngo is a
senior anthropology major. She did
her McNair research project on DNA
analysis of skeletal remains in the
Kittitas Valley. She did this research
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Beginning in January, roaming
profiles under Windows 2000 and
Windows NT will be disabled; users
on other versions of Windows and
Macs will not be affected.
Roaming profiles, allow personal
settings such as desktop icons, to follow users where ever they log in. The
profiles have been the source of
problems for users and support staff.
Most users will notice no significant change. Files should be saved to
network folders, not folders on the
desktop.

Call us for Party
and Group discounts.!
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to show human variation and movement in the Kittitas area and in North
America.
The remaining four scholars are
all seniors. Will Clark, a biology
major, researched rattlesnakes in the
Kittitas Valley. Anthropology · major
Tami Deford researched the aspects
of the hispanic culture and how its
contributions to Washington have
been ignored. Music major Brian
Dea, arranged, performed and produced a jazz CD. Josh Lumsden, a
French literature major, studied the
literary medieval characters of
French literature.
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False fire alarm
sounds off due
to dust -in SUB
by Amber Eagar
Staff reporter

University Public Safety
Department Sergeant
Tim Stowe said the
Tent-n-Tube staff alarms in the building
member
Eric · are very sensitive, and it
Malmassari was waiting was probably set off by
for
customers
on dust that got into the
Tuesday, Nov. 21 when alarm.
he heard a loud noise.
The Ellensburg Fire
A fire alarm in the Department
and
Samuelson
Union Central's Public Safety
Building had been Department responded
tripped.
within minutes and
Malmassari closed quickly okayed the
the shop and joined building for occupancy.
about 12 people gath- Facilities Management
ered outside at the west reset the alarm.
side of the SUB.
"I'd rather go to
The alarm that was something like that than
tripped is located near go when [the alarm] gets
the Campus Life office.
a whiff of smoke,"
Central Washington Stowe said.

This Observer is the last issue for
fall quarter. The staff wishes
everyone a fun and safe break.

News ___. Nov. 30, 2000
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Campus modems double
to meet student demands
by Dana McDonnell
Staff reporter
On Nov. 9, the Student Technology Fee
Committee unanimously approved a plan to
expand the modems available to off- campus students from 24 to 48.
"We have the full support of CTS
(Computer and Telecommunications
Services) in this endeavor," Mark
Kendrick, president of the Student Tech
Fee Committee, wrote in an e-mail about
the meeting. "The only challenge is
Ellensburg Telephone. They are responsible
for installing the Tl line needed for the
expansion."
A "Tl" line is the connection purchased
through the telephone company allowing
modems to connect and send computer data
through the phone line.
Normally, Ellensburg Telephone
requires at least 45 days to install a Tl line;
however, there is a possibility it could take
longer than expected.
"It is important to realize that if we
encounter delays, the bottleneck most likely
is with El-Tel, not CTS or the Tech Fee,"

' ' We have the
full support of

CTS in this ' '

endeavor.
-

Mark Kendrick

Kendrick wrote.
The estimated the installation cost of the
Tl is $800 initally and then $600 per month
thereafter. The total expense per year is
expected to be $8,000.
Since the beginning of the 1999-2000
school year, the Studen! Tech Fee
Committee has provided Central students
with free modem access.
Currently, students living off campus are
able to connect to one of 24 modems. The
new modems will be added because students were having trouble accessing current
ones.
The Student Tech Fee Committee con-

trols the money accrued by the Student
Technology Fee. They also regulate policies regarding the time limit on the dial-up
modems, which CTS enforces.
The time limit was put in place so students would have equal access to the
Internet. In the past, a time limit did not
. exist, and some students remained online
for most of the day, making it difficult for
other students to connect.
"We found students that would access
the Internet, and have it (the Internet) running all day long, so that when a student
got back from class, the Internet would still
be running," Normaµ Imamshah, director of
CTS, said.
The additional modems could possibly
allow students to use the Internet without a
time limit.
Students who live off campus who
would like to receive a free Internet connection from Central Washington University,
can use their computer's modem to call
963-8000. Students will need their student
registered name and password.
For any questions, call the help desk
963-200}.
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Call 509-930-0704 or 697-9773
Kathy Andring, Owner

Gain Leadership and ·Cross-Cultural
Experience
The Asia Unh·ers~ty America P~ogram
l .S

Now Hiring
·
International Peer Ad visors
(March-Ju1y)
Position Requirements:
• Full-time CWU student.
• Cumulative GPA of 2.6 or higher.
• Live in a C\VU Residence Hall.
• Commitment from March through July with
possibility to c~ntinue in the fall.

Come.to the Infonnation
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Nov. 30th @7:30pm in the narto lounge
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APPLY: the International Center, room 136
Contact Nicki Kukar 963-1958
Application Deadline: December 13th
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MUTUAL FUNDS

Building your assets is one thing. Figuring out
how those assets can provide you with a
comfortable retirement is quite another.

With TIAA-CREF,
you can receive:*

At TIAA-CREF, we can help you with both. You
can count on us not only while you're saving and
planning for retirement, but in retirement, too.

• Cash withdrawals
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With TIAA-CREF, you benefit from something few
other companies can offer: a total commitment to
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financial solutions to
last a lifetime.
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For more complete information on our securities products, please call l800.842.2733, ext 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. Due to current market volatility, our securities products' performance today may be less than shown above. The investment results shown for CREF Growth variable annuity reflects past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. These returns
and the value of the principal you have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities. •Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIM and
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL, 400 E.
8th Ave., Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax
at (509) 963-1027.
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Observance

By God, I think the
Grinch has got it
As a child who was partially raised by Dr. Seuss, I was one of the
first to flock to the theater when I heard "The Grinch" had hit the big
screen. I wasn't, however, going for the intellectual growth it would
stimulate; that was way off in the back of my mind. Instead, I was four
again and ready to be taken back into a world where Starbelly
Sneetches, Hinkle-Horn Honkers, Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz and Lolla-LeeLou invited me into a magical playland.
I soon realized that this time around, my seven dollar movie ticket
would buy me a lot more than two hours of a problem-free fantasy life.
The movie industry offered a peek at enlightenment. You see, while the
plot of "The Grinch" still encompassed all the silliness of the Whos'
ridiculous lives in Whoville, it also touched on something much bigger
and more important: the unfortunate commercialism of Christmas.
Gone are the days when a child would be satisfied with a new set of
Tinker Toys. Instead, each year, the gifts get bigger, better and more
expensive, the children get more and more demanding, and we forget a
little more about the "true meaning of Christmas."
According to the 2000 American Express Retail Index, overall holiday budgets have increased 45 percent since 1995. Holiday consumers,
individually, are expected to spend 8 percent more this year than last,
with holiday sales forecasted to hit $198 billion.
. ~hil.e thi.s tremendous generosity, in and of itself, isn't a bad thing,
its m1sdirection should definitely be viewed as problematic. Scores of
people in the country and world don't have the things they need, let
alone the ability to even dream of ever having a coveted Play Station II.
Secondly, how many families go through life with every "toy" one
could ever hope for, yet never really get to know or ca~e about one
another? Is this what the magic of Christmas is really supposed to be
about? It's strange how the "American Dream" somehow managed to
twist what was created as a very spiritual holiday, celebrating one of the
most recognized religious icons, into a frantic spending spree.
I pondered these ideas as I sat in the theater, feeling four again, and
for some reason, Cindy-Lou Who and The Grinch really struck a chord
with me. I began to wonder what would happen if we were to redirect
all our selfishness and material yearnings into something more powerful. What if each of us were to sacrifice just one day of holiday shopping time to help out in a homeless shelter? What difference would it
make if every person donated just one special gift to a person in need?
What might happen if the next time a child talked to us, we really listened or maybe even heard?
What if, God forbid, we remembered, if only for a moment, some of
the important things in life?
So, as Christmas nears and the shopping malls stretch to their gills,
I challenge you to warm The Grinch's freezing heart. Set down the
packages, forget about the money. It's just possible that in the process
you might recognize how invaluable compassion is and be fortunate
enough to feel the real magic of the season.
.:_Roslyn Biggs
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Letters
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Thomas B. Dell presented biased view
Dear Editor,
As the father of four children who attended CWU at
some time past, and as at least a part-time "observer of the
Observer," let me congratulate you on airing opinions as
well as new items.
J
In the November 9 issue, I read with delight that
Central's cross country women's team was going to
Nationals and that the football team has had another successful season (I'm also a Kitna fan.)
There is a letter in this issue titled "Van Horn's
Argument Lacks a Point/' from a Thomas B. Dell (2000
Alumnus). I wonder if he is a relative of a Tom Dell,
Greyhound bus driver whom I had as a patient a number of
years ago? I really enjoyed Mr. Dell, the driver.
I am surprised at Thomas B. Dell's vitriolic and unfortunate attack on Christianity and Christians. I must have
missed Mr. Van Horn's letter, but it sounds like it hit a 'hot
button' on Mr. Dell. I am also surprised that "a graduate of
Central with a degree in philosophy and a focus in religious
studies" should have come out of that program with such a
biased view of a major religion -- which has been in the
struggle_to see that he can express his opinions freely and
openly.
Rather than being a "source of our country's sexism,
racism, gay-bashing, hate crime and abortion clinic bombings," the Christianity I know and espouse is an inclusive
religion. Mr. Dell calls it "exclusivistic," but its founder,
Jesus Christ, the son of God, says, "Come unto Me, all ye
that labor and are heavy laden .. .," and "Behold, I stand at
the door (of the heart) and knock. If fil1Y_man will open.. .,"
and "Gpd so loved the world ... that whosoever believeth ... "

News Editor: Jen Perkins Assistant Editor: Seran Rakes Reporters:
Heather Bell, Danielle· Douglass, Amber Eagar, Andrew Fickes, Carol
Garza, Amy Jensen, Dana McDonnell, Mark Stevens, Rachel Wiersma.
Scene Editor: Matt Smith Assistant Editor: Bevin Parrish Reporters:
Kelly Allen, Katie Berglund, John Hieger, Matthew Milton, Melissa
Mitchell, Annie Rossman.
Sports Editor: Tim Bottorff Assistant Editor: Sarah Edmunds Reporters:
Aaron Clifford, Thabiso Leshoai, Ahmed Namatalla, Phil Prothero, Ericka
Wood.
Photo Editor: Kim Nowacki Assistant Editor: Heather Trimm
Photographers: Michael Bennett, Matt Erickson, Remi Fattal, Linsy
Nickels, Jozef Urban, Aaron Zerby.
Copy Editor: Stephanie Barnett Assistant Editors: Heather Askew, Amy
Mahre.
Online Editor: Kiley Sharpe Online reporter: Melanie Martinez
The Observer is printed by Daily Record Printing, 401 N. Main,
Ellensburg, WA 98926

That makes it the most inclusive religion around, I believe.
Mr. Dell writes that Christians "don't even have a
point." I wish he could personally visit the countries of
Sudan, Iran, Indonesia, Myanmar, India, etc. and witness
what other religions are doing to helpless Christians
because they "don't have a point." Perhaps he could begin
to get a true "focus in religious studies," as he watches tens
and hundreds of thousands of innocent people suffer dislocation, slavery, rape and death for the "crime" of being a
Christian. Maybe American Christians are next? Come on,
Thomas!
James A. Powell, M.D.

Americans should accept responsibility
To Whom It May Concern:
In contemplating the events of the last week I have a
few thoughts about my fellow Americans:
• We do not accept personal responsibilities
• We blame others for our own mistakes because it is
always someone else's fault
• We will fight, complain, and threaten with law suits
until we get our own way
• We are poor winners and even poorer losers
• We are a threat to the "democratic" process
• We accept what the media tells us without conscious
thought
• We allow ourselves to be manipulated by the forces
that be
• We do not strive to fulfill the American dream
• We believe that those that are successful are lucky

See Letters, Page 7

DEADLINES

I

Listed below are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to
5p.m
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The Observer,
CWU, Ellensburg.WA 98926 or by fax at 963-1027.

• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the
Observer calendar. • Monday, 3p.m. - Spectacle and weekend sports
information. Monday, 5 p.m. - Letters to the editor.
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•Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. -· Cl~~~ifi.~<l.~<l~:
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call the ,
Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information to
963-1027.
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Are any of
you going to be
applying
to
Graduate
schools
or
applying for
jobs after your
academic
endeavors at
CWU?
Are
you aware that
for any major,
getting involved in community service and
extracurricular activities is a good way to get
ahead in the world that lies beyond college?

1

,Y-._

1 .•.
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Ever think that political parties are just
boring groups of people sitting around talking
about what they might do someday to change
this country? Well the Greens have a better
idea ...
The Green party (you recognize the name,
Ralph Nader) is a grassroots political party
aimed at giving the American people what
they want out of their country (this means
you). The Greens on campus are organizing
activities on campus and in the community
and the state to better educate people about
our country and its political system, and to
improve its current conditions.
What is America's current condition?
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High rates of illiteracy within the adult popuStarting this Thursday night, and continulation, people without sufficient food, clothing ing into next quarter, the CWU Greens are
and healthcare, a country whose general atti- sponsoring a film series featuring controvertude about the importance of the environment . sial and political issues that affect American
seems to be ignorance.
citizens. To open this exciting series, we recWhat, you may ask, does this have to do ognize the one-year anniversary (today!) of
with my life after college? This is your life the WTO convention in Seattle. Come visit
after college! Aside from needing your help our table in the SUB all day today to learn
and support in upcoming food and clothing more. More importantly, do not miss seeing
drives, and working with existing services in Turtles and Teamsters united at last at the start
the community in order to improve your coun- of our film series tonight in the SUB Pit at 6
try's condition, these opportunities will build p.rn., featuring "This is What Democracy
your resume! The Green party is an active Looks Like." Make a difference in your
organization that gets its strength from the world-Go Green!
students involved, and we want you!

•••
Continued from page 6

Regarding the move to abolish the Electoral
College, it should be noted that the
Constitution is not a smorgasbord, you do not
accept parts and reject the rest as archaic and
not intended for this "enlightened" society.
Daniel A Basted
senior accounting major

loudest about the parental notification policy if you were paying for a service, would you not
want to know exactly how and where your
money was being spent? I know I would and if
my son were in college and drinking underaged, I would definitely want to know about it.
I would write the first offense off as a college
experience. The second and subsequent offenses would gamer a greater punishment for my
son and he knows it.
So instead of complaining that you aren't
being treated like adults, why not start acting
like adults and, if you aren't going -to obey the
alcohol laws, don't become so drunk you do
something stupid.
Keith Lambert
junior computer science major

rather than hard working
• Class warfare is acceptable in certain circumstances when it benefits certain individuals
• The more a lie is repeated the more it is
believed and accepted as truth
Alcohol policy serves a purpose
• Rules are subject to change at any time if
Dear Editor,
the conclusion is not what the media expeeted
I normally don't feel it necessary to respond
• Character does not matter, only winning
to most of the letters sent to you and your staff
does
but the letter by Sam Leonard and Reggie
• Morals are optional but entitlements are
Ramey has prompted this response.
deserved
I have heard a lot of complaining about the
• Being ignorant and on the television is a
new parental notification policy lately and l
good thing as long as you are on the television
must say that I am in complete agreement with
• Being politically correct is more important the policy.
'
than doing the right thing
Yes, I know that students will participate in BOT briefed on numerous issues
• We would rather sacrifice freedoms for the
urideraged drinking while at college - that is,
To the university community,
feeling of security
unfortunately, a given. This policy is not
The
Board of Trustees met just before
• The truth shall be circumvented by all spin intended to curb underaged drinking but
Thanksgiving
break. Enrollment was the top
that is spewed forth
instead curb the number of irresponsible under- subject on every one's list. Each board com• Being informed on the issues is less aged drinking cases that occur. The parents of
important than acting like you know the issues the offending student will only be notified if mittee dealt with it in Friday morning meetings.
President Mcintyre, Dr. Josh Nelson, Maren
• The truth is subject to interpretation
their student is caught drinking - meaning 9 Oates and Kari Taylor reported to the board on
• Every VALID vote matters
times out of 10, they did something stupid that the implications of enrollment dips and cam• Homosexuality is protected, but God is
brought them to the attention of the local law pus-wide efforts to recruit and retain students.
unacceptable
enforcement.
We recognize this serious problem and
• Everyone is a victim just waiting to come
The administration is not trying to "babysit" anticipate the results of short and long-term
out
legal adults, but maintain the school's policy action plans currently underway. We will
• Being aggressive and vengeful is more
against minors in possession. Yes, I know that closely monitor the outcomes of these efforts.
important than being tactful and classy
at 18 years old one can vote and die for this · This situation certainly warrants the serious
Despite these ills of the past week there is
country, but as far as the national drinking pol- attention of the university community.
much good within this country although you
icy is concerned, an 18-year-old is still a minor.
Dr. Roy Savoian presented an update on the
have to look very hard to get past the media's
Also, since a majority of 18 to 20-year-old AACSB (now known as International
sensationalism of all that is bad. This is a counstudents are having their college paid for, at Association for Management Education)
try that has a lot of freedoms and sometimes we
least in part, by their parents, the university accreditation, and Dr. Rebecca Bowers outlined
take them for granted. Study the Constitution
would like the parents to know what their stu- the steps toward the National Council for the
and know your rights. Be informed and think
dent is doing and how their money is being Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
about the issues, then and only then should you spent. I ask this of all those who complain the
site visit in April 2001. Both reports were
comment on them.
strategic and intentional, and demonstrate an
immense effort on the part of many.
Mark Anderson, director of Public
Relations and Marketing, was introduced to the
Board.
Mark met with the Resource
Development Committee. That group received
a matrix of budget decisions on tap for the year.
Board members urged staff to plan for strategic
decisions that must come to the Board as the
budgeting process moves forward.
Dr. Mcintyre presented CWU's legislative
agenda to the Resource Committee, which was

also distributed to the Board. In the future, students, alums, faculty, administrative staff and
the Board are urged to work closely with the
Office of the President to develop and refine
this legislative agenda so that all parties present
one slate.
_Board members also urged staff to plan for
strategic decisions that must come to the Board
as the budgeting process moves forward. Dr.
Susan Lonborg gave us a cogent, interesting
report on Human Subjects Research and Jack
Bishop reported on the change in CWU's athletic affiliations. Preliminary information on
the Quality of Life Project is exciting and we
anticipate a full briefing in February.
Progress on the University plan continues.
We all look forward eagerly to seeing the outcome of that work.
Gwen Chaplin
Board of Trustees Chair

Decision to replace Chandler is
incomprehensible, uncalled for
Dear Editor,
Unbelievable! Replace Lori Chandler?
Central wonders why enrollment is down, yet
they do incomprehensible things like replacing
Lori Chandler, the yoga teacher in the PE
department. That's a good move. All I hear is
that everyone loves her yoga classes, and she
does a great job. What's the problem? Is there a
conspiracy to replace good professors? To
make sure we don't really learn anything or
enjoy any of our classes?
We finally get a professor who really cares.
A professor who has a passion for what she
does, who loves sharing her passion with us, and who sincerely cares and works with students. Has the university lost sight of its purpose? Do they remember why they exist? They
have become their own constituency.
As a Central athlete, I'm embarrassed to be
a part of a department that takes such senseless
action at the expense of the students.
Remember_ us?
·
I'd like to know what is going on here, but
I'm sure I will never know. Just another ineffective bureaucratic decision destined to keep
our fine university wallowing in the declining
enrollment morass forever.
Sincerely,
Torn Gaschk

This will be the last issue of the Observer
for fall quarter. Our next issue will be
published Jan. 11. '*~~f~,.
Good luck with finals and have a ;CWA
f~r~,.
fabulous holiday break.
~
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"Be the change you want to
see in the world."
-Mahatma Gandhi

Central student overcomes Anorexia, now
educates others about eating disorders
by Melissa Mitchell

Staff reporter
Remember junior high, when the last thing
anyone wanted to was stick out in the crowd?
Try blending in at 5-foot-10-inches and 185
pounds in the seventh grade leaving you with
no choice but to be noticed.
Matt Schmoker, a 22-year-old senior majoring in Political Science and Communication at
Central Washington University, remembers the
day in the seventh grade when everyone had to
run the mile for the physical fitness test. After
completing his four laps and joining his class in
the gym, his teacher at the time proceeded to
inform the class Schmoker had just run the
slowest mile in the history of the school.
"I was made fun of on a day-to-day basis,"
Schmoker said. "I feared going to school, it was
hell."
While Schmoker had always been teased
and made fun of, he was told by his parents to
ignore it, to make jokes, to send it back.
Schmoker attributes his eating disorder to
the years of teasing and harassment. According
to the American Anorexia Bulimia Association,
Inc . (AABA) Ten percent of all of the people
with eating disorders are male.
"Overtime you (I) begin to believe the
things you say about yourself," Schmoker said.
"You begin to believe that you are a -loser, that
you aren't going to amount to anything, that
you are not worth anything."
Schmoker became extremely depressed and
went so far as to get the family gun and load it,
so he could end it through suicide. Schmoker
pointed out that even with all the teasing he was
class president three years in a row, he played
baseball until he was a junior in high school,
and he had a lot of friends. However, this sup-

port base was not enough to buffer him from
those people who did not know him.
Even after the suicide attempt, Schmoker
hoped the teasing would become less of a problem as he entered his sophomore year of high
school simply because there were more people,
more room to blend in, and with all those people he could not be the only one with his problems.
"God, I was wrong," Schmoker said.
His car was vandalized, he was beaten, his
clothes were torn, but his life began to turn
around the summer before his junior year. By
this time he had a girlfriend, who was extremely popular and well-known. She saw beyond
his 250 pound and 6-foot-3-inch frame.
"I was on a high," Schmoker said.
He began coaching little league and his
grades rose from mediocre to straight A's. This
high was short lived and ended the day his
Remi Fattal/Observer
father told him the family was moving from
Federal Way to the Tri-Cities. Schmoker was Matt Schmoker now speaks to groups about his experience with
angry for a while, but it occurred to him that Anorexia and the dangers of eating disorders. Ten percent of all the
this might be the perfect time to become a new
people who suffer from eating disorders are men.
·
person. This fresh start was not to be. As soon
as he started at Hanford High School so did the by adding exercise when he felt like it for an
"For a lot of people who have what I have or
teasing. Then right around Thanksgiving, four hour or so. He was still doing this in a healthy still have, what they do has nothing to do with
years ago, Schmoker's father announced the way but not for long. Schmoker and the AABA food," Schmoker said. "It has everything to
family was going to take a family vacation to point out that everyone who has an eating dis- with control, because the only thing you can
Orlando that summer. It was then Schmoker order has some underlying issue(s) that could control is what you put in and out of your hody.
decided he was going on a diet so that he could be everything from being teased to a beloved You can't control what people do or say to
wear a swimsuit and go swimming on vacation. pet dying.
you:"
He had never gone swimming, not even in front
AABA defines Anorexia Nervosa, more
In January of 1996, Schmoker began cutting
of his family, but it was this simple goal that - commonly called Anorexia, as an eating disor- breakfast out of his daily routine, choosing to
started it all.
der in which the person has a preoccupation go to school hungry. He also added a couple
Schmoker did not jump straight to the habits with food, dieting, thinness and an "intense fear more hours of exercise. By this time, his
of anorexia. He started out as most people of fat" leading to extreme weight loss. The weight loss had become noticeable and everywould - by cutting out the candy bars and the AABA said a person may not admit that the one began to comment on how good he looked.
weight began to come off. As time wore on, weight loss or "restrictive" eating practices are
See ANOREXIA, Page 11
Schmoker began to lose more and more weight a problem.

Two irreverent plays challenge
politically correct thought
The provocative Entertaining Mr. Helms and Mud
kick off theatre department's Off Center season
by Kelly Allen

Staff reporter
This weekend is the last chance to see the
Central theatre department's double feature
presentation in the Tower Theater. The production marks the beginning of the department's
Off Center season.
The first play, Entertaining Mr. Helms, a
brief one of 10 minutes, was written by
Christopher Durang in response to Senator
Jesse Helms' attempts to limit funding from the
National Endowment for the Arts for theatre
groups who don't follow certain content guidelines.
Director Brenda Hubbard said the play is "a
satire along the lines of Saturday Night Live
that I think students will enjoy because it is
irreverent and pokes fun at some 'American

The strongest aspect of both the
ideals."'
The second play, Mud, roughly 90 minutes shows is the acting. While the entire
long, was written by Cuban-American author cast is terrific, Kristi Miller gives a
standout performance as the mother in
Maria Irene Fornes.
"It's a really different play for us," says Helms and the lead in Mud.
The show is well worth attending,
Hubbard. "It's an absurdist drama, but with a
providing
the audience with niuch
really naturalistic feeling. I think students will
more
interesting
and adult content than
like that it's experimental and cutting edge kind
of theatre."
one would expect. Students looking for
The two plays lend themselves very well to something unusual yet thoroughly
a double-feature staging, though the sets are in entertaining this weekend should
stark contrast to each other.
check it out.
The Helms set is a very sterile, well-lit
Remaining performances will be
American kitchen, while Mud is set in a rural, tonight at 7 p.m. and Dec. 1 and 2 at 8
filthy shack.
p.m. Tickets are $10 general admission
Mud also offers a very interesting conver- ,and $5 for students and seniors.
sion between the scenes, in which the actors
Both shows deal with mature subpose for a photo album-style picture that pro- ject matter and no one under 17 will be
vides a summation of the preceding scene.
admitted without an adult.

Photo courtesy of Theatre Arts Department

Scenes from a dysfunctional family portrait. Mae (Kristi Miller) protects Lloyd
(Lucas Hoiland) from Henry Oohn Beitel)
in the disturbing drama, Mud.
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uHuckleberry Holiday"
showcases local artists ·work
at the Clymer Museum
Linsy Nickels/Observer

The Fishbowl on the second floor of the library is a popular meeting spot for hitting the books. Veronica Acevedo
and Luis Garcia get a'jump start on studying for finals.

Tips. for getting
through finals
by Rachel Wiersma
Staff reporter

Finals week is once again upon
the students of Central Washington
University. It is a time of stress an6
worry, but there are things students
can do to help alleviate the tension.
Good stress management is
shaped by three healthy habits: eating right, getting enough sleep and
exercising regularly.
"I procrastinate and wait until the
last minute; I cram the night before,"
Tammy Burrier-Green, senior sociology major, said.
When finals week arrives, sleep is
usually the first thing students
deprive themselv_es of by staying up
late and pulling all-nighters. This

makes the students more likely to reread material or make mistakes when
taking no~es. Try to get at least seven
hours of sleep nightly and study in
45-minute blocks with 15-minute
breaks in between.
Maintaining a balanced diet (not
beer and pizza) will improve the
ability to think clearly, concentrate
and feel energetic. Try eating fresh
fruits and vegetables, and drink plenty of water instead of coffee and sugary soft drinks.
For some students, stress is not a
factor during finals.
"I buckle down more and am
more attentive to my studies, but my
study habits don't ryally change,"
Adam Richardson, sophomore education major, said.

by Annie Rossman
Staff reporter

This holiday season, The Clymer
Museum of Art is presenting
"Clymer's Huckleberry Holiday."
The exhibit is showcasing the works
of nine artists from around the
Northwest.
"Basically our holiday exhibit is
our opportunity to show [the community] a wide variety of artwork
that might otherwise not be seen,"
Ashlie Crawford, administrative
assistant, said.
Each artist demonstrates his/her
creative talent through an assortment
of mediums. The pieces are made

from a range of materials which
include salt-fired ceramics, scratchboard imagery, watercolors, glass
jewelry, acrylic, pottery, wood sculptures, photography and oil paintings.
The works invite viewers into
other cultures and mediums of the art
world.
The creations reflect imagery and
realism of the artists' experience.
Whether interest lies in hand-crafted
vases or Native American Art,
"Clymer's Huckleberry Holiday"
holds something for everyone. The
exhibit will run until December 31.
The Clymer Museum of Art is
located at 416 N. Pearl. For more
information call 962-6416.

Matt Erikson/Observer

FINALS WEEK
SURVIVAL
KIT
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Central's "Man in the yellow hat" receives award
by Danielle Douglass
Staff reporter
The man in the yellow hat from
the children's books Curious George
raised a chimpanzee as his own
child. Roger and Deborah Fouts have
done the same with a chimpanzee
named Washoe, a Native American
word from the Washoe tribe meaning, "people." Their groundbreaking
research in chimpanzee communication has recently earned them recognition.
On Dec. 6, the Fouts will travel to
Johannesburg, South Africa to
receive the annual PAL award, given
by the Chimfunshi Wildlife
Orphange in central Zambia, recog-

nizing efforts in chimpanzee conservation.
They have also recently
received the Distinguished Service
Award, given by the National
Association
of
Biological
Teachers.
"I was very pleased with the
National Association of Biological
Teachers because as we looked
down the list of other recipients,
there were schools like Harvard,
Stanford, Harvard again, Stanford,
University of California at Berkley
and then Central Washington
University," Deborah Fouts said. "So
it made us feel nice that we and
Central were being recognized."
The Fouts met Washoe in 1967 in

the backyard of Allen and Beatrix
Gardner. Roger Fouts needed money

''it made us
feel nice that
we and Central
were being
recognized. ' '
- Deborah Fouts
for graduate school and the Gardners
needed help with their research. The
Fouts had originally planned on
careers in child psychology. Instead,
they now talk to animals.

"Like Pixie said, when Washoe
jumped into Roger's arms, our future
and our children's future changed,"
Deborah Fouts said.
The Gardners, along with the
Fouts, started Project Washoe.
Washoe is the first chimpanzee ever
to communicate with humans using
American Sign Language.
She is also the first chimpanzee
to teach the language to another
chimpanzee, her adopted son Loulis.
"Nobody really taught her
(ASL), we just signed with her,"
Deborah Fouts said. "We just talked
in conversation the way you would
do with a child."
The Fouts came to Central

..•

...

Linder

CHIROPRACTIC

Washington University from the
University of Oklahoma in 1980.
They then fought for 13 years to get
what is now the CHCI or
Chimpanzee
Human
Communication Institute. The Fouts
said that the move to Central was
better for the animals because there
was not enough space at the
University of Oklahoma. In 1988,
the Fouts worked to get chimpanzees
classified as endangered species
instead of threatened species. They
lost the fight and chimpanzees are
still classified in the United States as
a threatened species.
The main difference between

See FOUTS, Page 7 7
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FOUTS: Couple receives recognition
Continued from page 10
endangered and threatened is that
any research done on endangered
animals must be reported in public
record. Also, the researchers have to
report the moving of the animals
from one institute to another.
Legally, institutes housing chimpanzees are· required to provide each
wit a 5x5x7 foot cage, food, water
and a toy. It is likely that a chimpanzee will spend its entire life in
this environment. . Roger Fouts says
this has to come to an end.
The Fouts are involved with the
Glacier Foundation, a committee that
focuses on animal rights. Jane
Goodall is also involved with it. One
of the issues on the committee's
agenda includes the use of chim-

Matt Erickson/Observer

The Fouts' will travel to Africa to receive their award.
panzees as entertainment.
·~The same arrogance that locks
chimps up and uses them for biomedical research is the same arrogance we've done before and we've
done it not only to other species but
within our own species, anybody
that was different, anybody less pow-

erful," Roger Fouts said. "Whether it
be woman, African Americans or
American Indians, we tend to be this
dominating model. Hopefully that
model is coming to an end and once
it does, maybe we can live together
in peace."

ANOREXIA: It's ·n ot just a women's disorder
four rice cakes and a gallon of water.
Two weeks near the end, he was not
This only encouraged Schmoker to eating anything, only drinking with
lose more weight. After a visit to the exercise sessions up to six conSeattle to see old friends, their reac- secutive hours a day.
tion caused him to cut his meals
Schmoker said by this point his
down to just dinner and increase the skin was pure gray and his hair was
exercise to three or three and half falling out. He had shattered his knee
hours a day.
and his spine
Meanwhile,
was
poking
he was waitthrough his skin
ing tables in a
and he would do
restaurant,
sit-ups until · it
and going to
hurt. One night
-school hunhe decided to go
gry all the
running without
time.
his shirt on and
"I chewed
his mom caught
gum to suphim running.
press
my
"I have yet
appetite;
I
to watch a movie
- Matt Schmoker
would go to
where anyone
Costco and
has screamed
buy large packs of gum," Schmoker like my mom did," Schmoker said.
said. "I love to cook; all I would "When she screamed, she could see
think about was what I was going to my spine, .my ribs, my collar bone,
fix for dinner for my parents."
my hip bone was protruding out my
Anorexic people suffer from shorts, and could literally see my
mood swings because they want to heart beating in my chest. There was
eat, but they do not think they can nothing left."
without ruining the thing that was
Schmoker said he never saw this.
getting all the positive attention. The All he saw was the little fat kid who
more weight Schmoker lost the more was teased. He said at one point all
obsessed he became.
he had to do was smell food to be
His parents could tell he was full.
exercising in his room and they were
Finals were coming around so
getting worried. They even went as one night he stayed up until 1 a.m.
far as taking him to a doctor who told studying. No sooner than he got into
Schmoker he was depressed and a bed this little voice in his head said
potential candidate for an eating dis- "you haven't finished your day yet,
order.
get up and exercise." He got up,
Schmoker was consuming 200 · exercised, watched the sun come up,
calories a day, which he said was went to school, took his final, and

Continued from page 8

"

I have yet to
watch a
movie where
anyone has
screamed like

my mom ' '
did.

Remi Fattal/Observer

passed out. He was rushed to the
hospital where he had a heart attack
and was given 36 hours to live.
He spent three weeks in the hospital after losing 145 pounds in nine
months time. Tubes were coming out
all over the place maintaining his
body with heat and food. He was the
only guy in his program and in worse
shape than any other person in the
program because of the extremely
short period of time he had lost this
weight. He said there was a girl who
had burned her esophagus out and
another whose teeth you could see
through from the stomach acid of
bulimia and he was still worse off
than they were.
Since then, Schmoker has slowly
recovered through therapy and
speaking at hundreds of schools and
churches through out Washington
and Oregon. Though his body will
never be the same. He has health
problems such as an irregular heartbeat and osteoporosis.
Schmoker will graduate this
spring and says he will always have
to deal with the anorexia but he will
stop speaking about it.
"It's not healthy to live in the
past," Schmoker said. "It's emotionaJly draining and I need to move on."
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''Unbreakclble"
is unlikable
After
receiving
t h i s
week's
movie
review
assignment, I
was excited.
wanted to
go see
" T h e
Grinch,"
starring
J i m
Carrey. Unfortunately, the group of
guys that I was going to the movies
with said they refused to see that
movie. Instead, we went to see
"Unbreakable," starring Bruce Willis
and Samuel L. Jackson.
A Bruce Willis fan since
"Armageddon," I thought this movie
might be all right. Unfortunately, I
was incredibly disappointed. The
story line was decent; however, the
movie seemed to drag and the plot
moved slowly. And, just when I
thought it was over, I was wrong.
There was more to see.
At the beginning of the movie,
David, played by Willis, is in a train
wreck that leaves everyone dead
except him. In fact, he walks away
from the fatal crash without a scratch
on him. At this point, I was still inter-

®
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ested in the movie and was assuming
that it could only get better.
Days later, David receives a note
from a store called "Limited Edition"
with the inscription, "How many
days have you been sick?"
Intrigued, he does some research
to discover that no one can ever
remember him being sick. He then
goes and tracks down the sender of
the note, Elijah, played by Jackson.
Elijah is a comic book buff and
his store, "Limited Edition,1' sells
artwork done by comic book artists.
Elijah has brittle bone disease and
gets sick more than the average person. Elijah tries to convince David
that he is a modern day comic book
superhero.
The rest of the movie is about
David figuring out why he has never
been sick and why he has never been
seriously injured. I don't want to
spoil the ending for those of you
readers who will go and see this
movie; however, I would recommend waiting for it to come to HBO
or video.
The story was intriguing; it was
just too slow and needed more substance. Also, since i am not a huge
comic book or superhero fan, I was
not exactly drawn in by that aspect of
the movie.
Bottom line, I think that I should
have forced my friends to go see
"The Grinch" with me instead.
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ENJOY another quality cup of java
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c5chedule

Wednesday 12/6... 12

PM-5

PM

Thursday 12/7 ........ 8 AM-4 PM
Friday 12/8.............. 8 AM-5 PM
Saturday 12/9 ....... 11 PM-4 PM
Sunday 12/10........ 11 PM-4 PM
Monday 12/11 .........8 AM-5 PM
Tuesday 12/12 ......... 8 AM-5 PM
Wednesday 12/13 ... 8 AM-5 PM

Store Hours:
Mon - Fri 8am - 6pm
Saturday 9am - 4pm

110 W. 6th Avenue
962-3810
Fax: 962-3508
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~restling:

Swimming:
M B-Ball:
W B-Ball:

Nov. 30-Dec. 2 @Vegas Invite
Dec. 1-3 @Husky Invite
Dec. 1-2 @ North Dakota Tourney
Dec. 9 St. Martin's 7 p.m.
Nov. 30 MS-Billings 7 p.m.
Dec. 2 W. New Mexico 7 p.m.

Home games played in Nicholson Pavilion

Women's basketball starts season 4-0
By Ericka Wood
and Thabiso M. Leshoai
Staff reporters

son were at the first annual Best Inn
Wildcat Women's Basketball Classic
at Nicholson Pavilion.
In the first game of the tournamert Shaw scored a game high 21
points helping the Wildcats to defeat
Pacific University Boxers 100-60..
At the same tournament the Wiidcats

The Wildcat women's basketball
team remains undefeated this season
after two big tournament wins last
weekend at the Southern Oregon
University Classic.
Head coach Jeff Whitney is happy
with the team's current record of 4-0.
"It gives us confidence coming
into the season," Whitney said.
The Wildcats started the tournament on Friday night upsetting Holy
Names College ?i-50. Holy Names
was ranked in the NAIA top 20.
Central junior center Rose Shaw
led the team in the first game with 22
points and nine rebounds.
"I've been getting good looks
from the team," Shaw said:
"They've been looking for me and I
feel confident that I can put the ball
in."
Saturday; the Wildcats faced
Dominican University and came out
-Jeff Whitney
with another blowout victory, winning 79-37. Shaw lead the team
again, this time with 24 points.
Junior guard Meggen Kautzky had
16 points on Saturday, and 13 Friday defeated Northwest College 76-57,
where Shaw and senior guard
night. Both Kautzky and Shaw were
Kristen Willis each put 19 points on
named to the all-tournament team.
"Rose is one of the finer posts in the scoreboard.
our league; she's putting up big numCentral never gave up the lead in
bers for us this season," Whitney the game. The closest the Eagles
said. "Meggen is also playing very came was when they were down by
well. We're expecting big things · four points late in the first half. But
.the Wildcats then scored nine straight
from her."
Central's two other wins this sea- points to end the half. Junior guard

'~

This sho'uld
be a good
test to see
where our
team is at
right now
and what we
.need to , .,
improve
on

Katie Pruett tallied eight of those
points.
Whitney credits some of the
team's success to the bench.
''The bench has been key, they
have contributed a lot to our wins,"
Whitney said. ''This is the strongest
the bench has been in some time."
At 7 p.m. tonight in Nicholson
Pavilion, the Wildcats face the
Montana State University-Billings
Yellowjackets at home for the first of
23 PacWest league games Central
will play this season.
''This should be a good test to
see where our team is at right now
and possibly what we need to
improve on," Whitney said.
Montana State is currently 2-1,
and is coming into the game with a
loss last week at Regis University.
On Saturday, Dec. 2 the Wildcats
will face Western New Mexico
University again at home. Western
New Mexico is off to a rocky start
this year, losing its first three games
by an average of 21 points.
Still, Whitney doesn't underestimate the Mustangs.
''There are never any givens in
this league," Whitney said.
Whitney said he has goals for the
team this weekend and for the season.
"From the coach's perspective, I
want to see the team play consistently on both ends of the floor,"
Whitney said. "One of our team
goals, however, is definitely to get
back to Nationals."

Heather Trimm/Observer

Central sophomore guard Meggen Kautzky uses her
speed on a fast break during the Wildcat Classic. Kautzky
and her teamm.ates lit up their opponents last weekend
at the Southern Oregon University Classic.

Cross Country takes seventh at national tourney,
Adkisson named region's Coach-of-the-Year
by Ahmed Namatalla
Staff reporter

photo courte~y Patty Adkisson

(From left to right) Kelly VandenEkart, Josie Beggs, Amy and Sarah
Forrey, Abby Bielenberg, Krissi Mathers, and Alicen Maier catch their
.breath after finishing .s~venth at NCAA Division II Nationals.

Central Washington University women's
cross country team ended the season with a 7th
place finish at the NCAA Division II National
Meet.
Although the team met their goal of finishing
in the top eight, the team had hoped to end the
season with a top four finish. Still, Central Head
coach Kevin Adkisson saw many of his runners
rise to the occasion by setting personal bests on
the 6,000 meter course in Chino, Calif.
"Seventh was a little bit of a hard place to
swallow," Adkisson said. "It was really tight
between 4th and 8th, and it was realiy hard for
us to end up on the back end of that grouping."
Along with his team's strong showing at
Nationals, Adkisson was honored by being
named Western Region Women's Cross Country
Coach of the Year.
A major element missing from the Wildcats'
run at Nationals was a top 20 runner. This probably cost the team a 4th or 5th place finish,
Adkisson said .
"It was so close in the scoring, that if some-

one on our team could have had a breakout race,
that might have been what put us in a better
place," Adkisson said.
·
Junior Abby Bielenberg was the first Wildcat
across the finish line with a time of 23:06, good
for 38th place overall.
Although the team ran well together,
Bielenberg concedes that sometimes team running may not be in the best interest of a top five
finish.
"We all had good races, but we didn't have a
front runner," Bielenberg said. "Everybody else
had a runner in the top I 0, but we had a pretty
tight pack." _
Amy Forrey, Alicen Maier and Sarah Forrey
followed Bielenberg with 40th, 41st and 43rd
place finishes, respectively.
Adkisson is optimistic about next fall, and
looks forward to the return of Bielenberg, Maier,
and Krissi Mathers, who have all been solid this
season. Uncertainty surrounds the return of
Kelly VandenEkart.
"Looking ahead to next year, Alicen and
Abby are the kind of people who can place in the
top 20, so we don't have to go o.ut and look for
new nmnecs,".Adkisson said.
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Wildcat center likes life in the middle
by John Hieger
Staff reporter
As the cold wind blows winter
into the Kittitas Valley, the squeaking of sneakers echoes through
Nicholson Pavilion, signaling the
new basketball season for Wildcat
fans.
For the second year in a row, the
Central men's basketball team aims
to put a 6-foot-5-inch athlete from
Rogers High School at center to contend with the Goliaths of the conference. This is no small order in a
game where height can spell domination and undersized opponents are
swept aside like leaves in the breeze.
For junior Jason Littleton, it's-all part
of the routine and he meets the
adversity with physical defense and
assured confidence.
"It's either put up or shut up

against good competition," Littleton
said. "You've got to be willing to rise
to the occasion."
Tough defense is
nothing new to this
second year transfer
student.
Littleton
earned a Rose Bowl
ring playing football at
WSU before relocating to Central last year
to pursue basketball.
Despite having a
full ride at WSU, the
pressures of being a
Division I tight end,
added to the tolls of
injuries, began to consume him. A concussion sustained in a
game against UCLA
in 1998 convinced Littleton it was
time for a career change.

The following winter, Littleton
saw the Central basketball team play
at WSU and was impressed with the
intensity and level of
competition
the
Wildcats performed at
against a PAC I 0
school.
He began to recall
his high school basketball days lighting up
Puyallup High's Brock
Huard for 23 points and
seven rebounds and
decided it was time to
play the sport he loved
best.
In the fall of 1999,
Littleton made the
switch to play basketball at Central and hasn't looked back since. He attributes
his happiness here to the relaxed

emphasis on sports that was not
acceptable in the business-like
atmosphere of WSU athletics.
As the season gets under way this
year, Littleton is quick to cite his loy-

alty to his new school.
"The fans here are nuts. Central is
by far the loudest school and it
makes playing more fun," Littleton
said.

Linsy Nickels/Observer

The Wildcat men's basketball team defeated St. Martin's
Tuesday night in Lacey. See the story on page 15.

Swim team sinks against Seattle U
by Phil Prothero
Staff reporter
Seattle University sank the efforts
of the Central Washington University
swim team Sunday, Nov. 19 when
the Redhawks swept both the men
and women.
The Redhawks outscored- the
men's team 122-81 and the women's
team 129-76.
"For the most part, every event
we had some really good swims,"
Head coach Candi Eslinger said. "I
think the thing that is hurting us right
now is our depth. We are getting first
and second places, but further down
the line we're not quite as strong."
First place winners for Central
were sophomore Vicki.Schmaltz and
freshman Cliff Brooke who each
won two events.
For the women, Schmaltz took
first place in the 100-meter butterfly
with a time that qualified her for
Nationals. Teammate junior Amy

Mahre finished close behind in second place. Schmaltz also won the
200-meter freestyle with a time of
one minute and 56 seconds.
"In my 100 fly, I was really happy
with my time considering it was only
our second meet," Schmaltz said.

Jessica Lombard also recorded an
individual victory with a win in the
200-meter breaststroke where the
Wildcats swept the event.
Freshman Anne Miller pulled
second place with freshman
Elizabeth Scott in third to complete

Aa;on Zerby /Observer

Central swimmers are practicing hard for their next meet
at the Husky Invite this weekend at the Univ. of Wash.

the sweep.
For the Central men, Brooke won
the 500-meter freestyle, the 100meter butterfly and was part of the
winning 200-meter medley relay.
Eslinger w·as pleased with
Brooke's performance for this early
in the season.
She also pointed out that freshman Kyle Rudolph and senior Jay
Box swam well for the Wildcats.
"Overall the swimmers were real
pleased with their times," Eslinger
said. "I think that's what it comes
down to right now."
The Wildcats came out of a battle
with the University of Puget Sound
on Nov. 13 that left the Central men
with a victory and the women with
three meet records and a loss.
Central will head to Federal Way
Dec. 1-3 for the Husky Invite.
"It's a really big meet right at the
beginning of the season," Schmaltz
said. "I'm a little nervous."

HEY YOU, THE
SPORTS FREAKI
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Advertisement
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Would you
like to make
money while
dri,iking a
beer?

Evolution of British Cities
July 7-28, 2001

Study purpose-built towns in Liverpool and London, England.
For information call (509) 358-2230 or
email bgrimes@studiocascade.com
Contemporary German Society & Culture
July 20.August 17, 2001

Pursue studies in German while immersed in the language
and culture of the people in Lubeck, Germany. For details,
call (509) 359-248lor email sally.winkle@mail.ewu.edu
Summer Writing Workshop
August 2001

Explore prose and verse - your own and that of fellow
writers - in the fabled literary city of Dublin, Ireland. For
more information, call (509) 623-4221 or
email john.keeble@mail.ewu.edu

Eastern Summer Programs Give
You the World.

EASTERN

WASiiiNGTON
UNIVERSITY

If so, Tournament Tuesday
is for you. Foos ball players come to Pounders at
9:00 and enjoy a game or
two. $1.50 well drinks and
$1.50 domestic beers are
also featured all day long on
Tuesdays along with 2 for
2 tacos.
Wednesday's features: 25
cent buffalo wings from 4
to 9 p.m. and special deals
for all the ladies after 9 p.m.
J agermeister Thursday is a
continuing tradition at
Pounders. $3.00 shots and
prizes after 9:00. Also
$1.50 wells and domestics
all night long.
Don't forget $1.50 wells
and domestics everyday
from 4 to 9 p. m. during
happy hour.
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Four guys get high. on Mount Rainier
One foot
in front of
the other,
we trudged
upward.
The air was
thin and getting cold,
but we didn't mind.
Following
in the footsteps
of
those ahead
of us, we moved in unison, like a line
of ants carrying snowboards.
Charlie, Alex, Paul and I met
early in the morning at Mt. Rainier's
Paradise Lodge. In the parking lot,
the sky had been clear and the sun
had made the day seem unusually
warm. Three hours later, at 9,000
feet, we were starting to put on the
layers we had taken off in the parking lot.
At mid-day the Muir Snowfield
was a busy place. There were disappointed climbers stumbling downhill, complaining about open
crevasses and missed opportunities.

Snowboarders and Nordic skiers
were moving uphill slowly with their
weapons of choice strapped to -their
backs. A few Telemark skiers, having passed the rest of us with ease,
were starting their knee-dropping
descents.
After a little more than four hours
of hiking we reached Camp Muir at
10,188 feet. At Muir we took some
time to check out the accommodations. The buildings were rough and
patched, but sturdy, like the homes of
hermits. A single tent stood on a
rock platform, its ties flapping in the
wind.
Beyond the camp was a labyrinth
of rock and ice. Large crevasses split
the glaciers, creating open cracks
and crevices. A sign stated all
climbers must be roped beyond the
edge of camp.
Satisfied with our look at the
camp, we strapped on our boards
and pointed them downhill.
Racing through the open snowfields we cut through a deep layer of
cold powder. The lack of obstacles
and other riders allowed each of us to
ride our own lines, carving fresh

Aaron Clifford/Observer

"Watch out where the Huskies go, don't you eat that
yellow snow." -Frank Zappa. The lack of adequate
restroom facilities did not dampen the group's spirits.

turns for more than 2,000 vertical
feet without interruption.
At the bottom of the snowfield
we were forced to make a decision:
turn east and ride the exciting chutes
and cornices to an unknown point, or
follow the tracks we knew would
take us back to Paradise Lodge.
Enticed by a perfect cornice nearby, Alex and Charlie took off to the
east of the ridge. Paul and I followed.
The cornice turned out to be a
smooth, wind-carved lip with a deep
powder landing and no visible rocks.
One at a time we sailed off the overhang and into the cotton-like powder
below. Soon the snow began to thin
and the rocks began to multiply.
The last hour became a miserable
slog through flatlands, rocks and
trees to get back to the car.
Hiking to Camp Muir is not especially difficult or dangerous at this
time of year. There is almost always
a packed trail and snowshoes are not
always needed. It is important to be
aware of weather and avalanche dangers and to carry a map. As conditions change, shovels, transceivers,
ice axes and even rope may be necessary to reach Camp Muir.
To reach Mt. Rainier National
Park and Paradise Lodge drive south
on 1-82 to Yakima. Take Highway
12 west over White Pass, then drive
north on Highway 123 to the Stevens
Canyon entrance. This entrance is
only open when snow conditions
permit, and current information can
be found online at Mt. Rainier's
National Park Web site. If the
Stevens Canyon entrance is closed, it
is possible to enter the park from the
west. To take this route, drive on
Highway 123 southwest to Morton,
follow Highway 7 north to Elbe and
drive into the park through the

SEASONAL PART·TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
$8.50-$9.50/Hour

HIRING BONUS AVAILABLEr*
• Opporlunil;· lo gai11 'JcihJ<Jl1le work ex;)erience
• Work oi11y 3-112 lo 5 l)ours per day

• Must tlB at lea5t 18 years old &. >\blo to lif1 up to :10lbs.
• Sti11I slar1 hrries· 4·3CPM, 10·30PM or 3·30AM
(shift start & em1 lirnes may vary)

SEASONAL DRIVER HELPERS
$8.50/Hour
• Vv'.i 'l·ng to wori< outdoo<s
• Have access to a pr.one

•Must be at •easl 18 ye(lrS of e1ge
• Mi.;st bo able to hfl up to 70 lbs.

UPS WILL BE ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWING:
WHEN: Thurs, November 30th & Fri, December 1st
WHERE: Barge Hall, Room 102
To set up an Interview, please stop by
Barge Hall. Walk·lns are welcome.

Unable to attend? Please call UPS Employment at:

1-888-WORK-UPS
www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

·Guidelines apply.
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Charlie, in the foreground, and Alex, in the distance,
hike past a couple of telemark skiers near Camp Muir.
Longmire entrance. There is a fee to
enter the park. The trail to Muir
starts at the parking lot just past

Paradise Lodge. The area around the
parking lot is also a good place to
build a kicker or jib.
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Before they grapple with wrestlers from other schools, the
Wildcats pound each other into the mat to improve their skills.

Wrestlers tangle

~ith

by Ahmed Namatalla
Staff reporter
Freshman Franco Santiago took home
second place in the 174 pound weight
class, and three oth~r Wildcat wrestlers
placed in the top four at last Saturday's
Pacific Open held in Forest Grove, Ore.
The team's performance so far, especially that of its freshman members,
impressed coach Kevin Pine.
"Before the season started, the
deal was that we have some veterans, but the season was going to be
based on how the freshmen perform," Pine said.
Freshman DC Hazen finished in
fourth place at 184 pounds. Hazen
came back from an 8-0 point deficit
to pin his opponent in the tournament's
consolation
match.
Santiago's effort was also praised
as he narrowly lost 8-7 in the title
match to the same opponent who
defeated him 13-3 just two weeks
earlier.
"We work so hard in practice
that it'd be a real shame to lose a
match because you didn't work
hard enough," Santiago said.
This type of fighting spirit has
helped the Wildcats perform as well
as they have so far, Pine said.
"It's not how you start, but how

HORSE BOARDING: large
paddocks, enclosed shelters, roundpen, room to ride. $150 per month.
968-3468.ll/30
FRATERNITIES - SORORITIES
CLUBS - STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
1125

NEED A PAPER PROOFREAD?
A dollar a page--call Heather at 9622364.
FOR SALE: BRAND NEW
STANTON DJ TURNTABLES
AND MIXER. The best package for
beginner/intermediate. Has straight
arms and includes cartridges and all
necessary cables.Hardly used, still in
boxes. $450. Call Coleman, 9333070
FOOTBALL PLAYERS WANTED
Adult Full contact (Seattle area)
Summer game schedule, all equipment supplied. Information:
www.eastsidechiefs.org 1/18

Defensive
pressure
and
clutch points in
key situations
gave the Central
men's basketball team their second victory of the
season Tuesday
night.
The
Wildcats beat St. Martin's College
92-79 in Lacey.
It was Central's_first conference
game, giving the team a 2-1 record
overall -this season.
Senior guard Brandon Rinta
grabbed a game-high eight rebounds
and scored a career-high 25 points in
the victory.
Senior Damien
Chapman put 21 points on the scoreboard, connecting on eight of 13
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attempts.
The victory gave Central Head
coach Greg Sparling his lOlst
career win. Only two other coaches
in Central's history, the legendary
Leo and Dean Nicholson, accumulated more wins. Sparling accomplished this feat in only 152 games.
Win number 100 came Friday
night against Virginia Union in a
tournament at the University of
Pittsburgh-Johnstown. Central won
74-69.
Central's only loss this season
came at the same tournament to
Fayetteville State in a heartbreaking
81-80 letdown.
The Wildcats play in Fargo at
the North Dakota State University
Tournament this weekend.

When the question is,

"Where can I use my background,
experiences and personality
to establish my career?"
The answer is,

Executive Media Corp.
Executive Media Corp., a respected publishing company
based in New York City, is currently building our team for
our Ellensburg office. We are seeking well-organized,
detail oriented individuals that are interested in playing a
role in a professional news gathering organization.
We invite you to learn more about our company.
gvanderschau w@executivemediacorp.com

EXECUTIVE MEDIA CORPORATION
303 East 2nd Avenue

WILL BUY VEHICLES, running
· or not. Call Gary at 962-3220 or
Rich at 968-9499. 6/8 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR 3 BR, 2 BATH HOUSE.
Beginning winter quarter. Close to
campus, rent & utilities split three
ways. Cell: 509-521-9715
CONDO FOR SPRING BREAK IN
ORLANDO, FL March 18-March
25, $600. Call 962-8755.
NA GROUP . Interested persons
please call Gary 963-8212.

THE OBSERVER
WISHES
EVERYONE A
SAFE AND HAPPY
HOLIDAY
SEASONI

Ellensburg, WA 98926

Students!
Wanta great
deal?
Free classified ads
for a limited time
only!
Call 963-1026

fJIA991FIEIJ ·NJ8 cost S3.51 fir Iha nrs115 wonls. For a•s larger than 15

w1nls. lh1 rate 11 Sl.50 111120 cents fir each 1ddill1111 w1n1 per 111er1111.
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Ellensburg residents send. the Grinch a packin'
(clockwise from top)
Brilliant colors of red
and green lit up
downtown Ellensburg
during the Moments
to Remember celebration. Roger Hiles
carefully hangs garland on the main
stage. A dense crowd
gathered outside
Zeigler Insurance
Agency to watch a
performance of the
Nutcracker. The festivities began with a
tree lighting in the
Safeway parking lot.
Photos by Kim
Nowacki/Observer

TREE: Christmas season lights
up downtown Ellensburg
Continued from page 1
test, a scavenger hunt and Santa, himself, kept children
entertained while parents began shopping for gifts.
Those who withstood the winter weather into the
evening watched as the town became outlined in vibrant
lights.
The fairgrounds switched on its lights first then a trail
of wagons brought more spirited people to the lighting of
the tree in the Safeway parking lot.
Those who continued on the journey arrived at
"Moments to Remember: A Celebration of Lights,"
Ellensburg's annual ceremony.
The Morgan Middle School choir sang renditions of
'Silent Night' and 'We Wish You a Merry Christmas' at
the main gazebo, and more music enveloped the streets
from the comer of Fourth and Pearl.
Crowds could be found around several events espe-

~lu

cially the Zeigler Insurance Agency, where the
Ellensburg Youth Ballet filled the windows with dances
from "The Waltz of the Snowflake," and "The
Nutcracker." Each year Zeigler clears his office to form
a stage for the ballet.
Lines also formed around the block as people awaited
a living Nativity scene in the alley between Pearl and
Pine streets. Volunteers portraying Mary and Joseph
could be seen holding a baby while wise men surrounded
the manger.
'
At the end of the alley, J.C. Penney continued its tradition of handing out small gifts to everyone who came
in the store. Last years blinking red noses and antler ears
were replaced by miniature Winnie the Pooh snowglobes.
Events continued on through Saturday as parade of
children wrapped in bows and ribbons made its way
down Pearl Street in the early morning.
Several downtown business offered pictures with
Santa Claus along with treats for the entire family.

Shot Clinic

(FIRST 200 EACH DAY)

Tuesday 12/5

Wednesday 12/6

11 am - 1 pm

11 :30 am - 1:30 pm

in the SUB Pit

in Holmes-East

(front of CEL)

(by Tomasitos)

FOR STUDENTS ONLY
Limited Amounts
Please read & sign notification of possible side effects.
For more information

Call 963-1881

~
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